The title of my talk is Sunny Days Tech, Rainy Days Law. You might be asking what does that mean,
and why is there a jellyfish... The jellyfish is there because I’ve been recently fascinated by jellyfish, they kind
of look like AI, so I like to infuse my slides with jellyfish these days. But the main point of my talk is about tech
and law and how they work.

Recent past & near future... More jellyfish.

If you look at the last several decades, we’ve seen people attack revolution. We’ve seen the Internet
be created, from the rise of the ARPANET of the US military, but then Vint Cerf and Bob Kahn connect these
networks that were talking to each other, and they created the network of networks, TCP/IP, that is the
Internet, and that was the foundational infrastructure from which we built the World Wide Web a couple of
decades later. The World Wide Web itself is 25 years old. One researcher in CERN, Tim Berners-Lee, came
up with the idea, hacked it together in the space of a year and a half, and now that has fundamentally
transformed society, and these are just a couple of examples of evolution towards this substrate for
civilisation. We have a shared planetary network, the Internet, and that is public utility for the planet, and on
top of that this shared planetary document, that is the World Wide Web. It’s kind of cool, you can frame it as
one big document, hypertext and links and all that, but that was just the start. What we’re seeing now is some
innovations that build on top of this as new public infrastructure for the planet.

We have a shared planetary e-gold – or currency, depending on how you want to frame it – that is
Bitcoin. It’s been with us for 10 years already, and it has sparked a new evolution or revolution.

That inspired several other projects, and from a competition standpoint we’ve got other pieces of
computational substrate emerging. They include databases like IPDB, something that I spent time on, file
systems like IPFS, processing/ smart contracts, things like Ethereum, and another initiative I’m working on is
shared planetary data, and this is a project called Ocean that I’m spending time on as well.

Once again, that’s infrastructure, but this is actually going to be leading to pretty big ramifications for
society. One of them is a lot of institutions we have right now are large organisations, enterprises. They exist
simply because the cost of communication makes it worth it to be like that, this is the enterprise. However,
enterprises are beholden to shareholders; they are not beholden to the communities around them so much.
This is why Facebook makes a lot of money off of the backs of its users, or Google or credit card companies,
etc., so often the interests of the users aren’t necessarily aligned with that of the corporation itself, there’s a
disparity between the goals of the shareholders and the goals of the community. The cool thing is we can
actually improve this, we can improve this by aligning interests financially, have tokens that the shareholders
as well as the community have, and then they’re all going in the same direction. That’s one example of a
possible future where enterprises themselves start to melt into the community – tokenise the enterprise.

But there’s other things too, we’re seeing self-driving cars emerging, and this is a really good thing for
society as well. We have fewer accidents, therefore fewer deaths, more mobility for people as well, so selfdriving cars can be very helpful.

And why stop at self-driving? Why not make these cars self-owning as well? If you’re Uber and you’re
doing the self-driving tech, you plan to buy $100 million worth of cars to roll out your self-driving car fleet.
Wouldn’t it be much more capital efficient if you let those cars own themselves? And we’re seeing this
possibility, there are laws being changed right now to make this much easier. Imagine you create an AI that
actually has rights, similar to a corporation. We could have self-driving, self-owning cars, and it can be
extremely beneficial to society as well.

Of course then we can have fleets of these together, a whole bunch of self-driving, self-owning cars.

And it’s not just cars; we can have the same thing for power grids and for other public utilities. Imagine
that all of the things out there, as time goes on, bit by bit, public utility administered by some government
somewhere actually starts to get owned and controlled by the community collectively. This is a possible future
where in the end it’s actually a big boost to society. That’s laying the groundwork where we could be headed.
We have tokenised ecosystems that become the new utilities. We have a glorious future, but it’s not
necessarily so glorious.

For example, what if you have a self-driving, self-owning car that crashes and kills someone. Who is
responsible? The owner? Wait a minute, that’s the car. The car manufacturer? They’ll be like, “No, no, no...”
The person who designed it? Maybe, maybe not. What are the ways to approach this? Part of the answer is
the law.

The law can actually start to address what happens when things go wrong. You have this glorious
new tech, this glorious new future that many of us are trying to build and aim towards. But at the same time,
we’ve got messy humans, as Michael was referring to. There is possibilities for arbitration in all this too, but
things to go wrong and you can’t codify it all; ambiguity exists and we need to address it.

This is where law can help a lot. There has been a lot of language over the years that actually deals
with ambiguity. For example, in contract law there is this idea that if someone did something reasonable, but
“reasonable” is actually a fuzzy term that the judges themselves interpret, and there are lots of examples in
this, the law is vague on purpose a lot of the time.

But there’s a big problem with legals as well: how do we implement it in one of these systems? But not
only that, the law itself gets very heavy. If you’re a smart contract developer making some code, are you going
to spend the time to go hire some lawyers and plug this all in and stuff? I’ll show later how we did, but it was
actually very, very heavy.
But not only that, if you make it where the default is the law upfront, that could cause problems too,
and we have examples like this in society right now. For example, if you go online and go to some BitTorrent
site and download a movie, you’ll be getting a letter in the mail two months from now from lawyers, so it’s
actually insanely easy to trigger an avalanche of lawyers at your doorstep. That’s really a problem, and if you
think about it, it’s kind of unreasonable. Imagine you go to a grocery store and you want to buy an apple, and
you go to the checkout and you notice there’s no checkout, so you just walk outside and suddenly this 400pound security guard tackles you and said, “That will be $500 please, because you just broke the law.”
The example of BitTorrent and the example of the supermarket, those are examples where it is bad
defaults. The supermarket thing sounds unreasonable, and it is, but this is exactly what we have on the
Internet today. We have defaults that default directly to the law, and it causes trouble with usability of what
we’re trying to do. But the challenge is that it’s hard to incorporate legals and tech. What I’m going to do now
is talk about a couple of examples where legals and tech are incorporated, leveraging things like smart
contracts. Done well, I think this is where we can have a glorious future, if we want, that reconciles the messy
humans that we are.

So, the overall principle is sunny days tech, rainy days law. If you’re designing a tokenised ecosystem,
or even just a simple decentralised ecosystem, this is the frame that I’ve realised makes a lot of sense.

This means that you want to constrain and bias to good behaviour by default using tech. You can use
user experience design, you can use incentives and crypto or you can use AI, but the overall thing you want to
do is is the default behaviour gets addressed by technology. But when things get messy, that’s when you
have recourse to legals. So rather than one BitTorrent download getting this avalanche of lawyers, it’s actually
difficult to accidentally trigger that avalanche of lawyers; instead, you’re compensating the creators upfront
and so on. If you actually have good defaults, it will make a big difference. I’m going to give a couple of
examples shortly, but the core principle is sunny days tech, rainy days law.

I’ll give two examples from two of my projects: ascribe, which is why I started on this blockchain
journey almost five years ago, and I’ll talk about Ocean.

ascribe is decentralised technology. It’s not tokenised; it’s decentralised. The problem that we arrived
at was if you are a creator of digital art, it’s really, really hard to make a living. Why? Because collectors of
digital art don’t really know how to pay for it. For example, how do I own an animated .gif? It turns out that
there are actually legals, copyright law, but the art world and the gallery world doesn’t administer them, or if
they do, they have to spend $5,000-10,000 for a legal project for that.
What we set out to do with ascribe was saying imagine if you could own digital art the way that you
owned Bitcoin, that was the fundamental idea, which means you own a piece of digital art if you have the
private key to it. It’s backed by legals of course, and that’s key, but the first cut, the sunny day tech side, is
actually the blockchain side. We built ascribe, we rolled it out in early 2015, it’s used by more than 15,000
people, including many of the top digital artists of the world. We’ve had the National Museum of Singapore,
and others, so we’re very proud of what with ascribe. It doesn’t have 100,000 or a million users, but it was
never designed for that; it was designed for professional digital artists working with galleries.

One of our users, a well-known Dutch digital artist, signed up, got the username/password, the UX is
easy, and then he simply drags & drops the file where it says “Drag file here”. Then he types in his name as
the artist, the name of the title, the year he created that work, and then he specifies the number of limited
editions he wants. In the art world it’s very key to have limited editions, because then you have this idea of
scarcity. Just like we have scarcity of Bitcoins, you can have scarcity of pieces of a digital art, and the scarcity
actually comes down to licensing. You can make all the copies you want, but it comes down to what rights you
have to use that work in different places. So here’s the sunny day tech, a simple UX to claim your copyright
and to register your work.

Once he has registered, he can do other things like transfer it to others, and when he’s transferring an
edition to someone else, he’s actually bequeathing some of those rights from himself to the next person so
that they can resell. All these actions are linked to contracts, but they are also linked directly to blockchain, in
this case we had built it on Bitcoin, we actually developed the protocol for IP that sat right on top of the Bitcoin
blockchain. Once again, this sunny day tech with a simple UX is a key thing. So as a user, as a digital artist or
a collector of digital art, you’re just using this website; under the hood it has very good defaults for legal
protection legally and leveraging blockchain as well.

Here’s the legal side. Remember, there’s the sunny day tech, so you as the user are using a simple
UX, but under the hood you’ve got the legals to protect you in case things go wrong, in case you need to
arbitrate. Here is the terms of service, so when you sign up to ascribe you sign the terms of service, and
within that there’s some key legals. We hired a lawyer full-time to work this out, so it actually works across
more than 100 jurisdictions, leveraging a combination of copyright laws and contract law, which actually
happens to be quite general. We have definitions of what it means to have a digital work, definitions for what it
means to claim copyright, etc., and all of this is linked with the blockchain via a Ricardian contract. This is a
very, very cool invention, very simple at the core, invented by Ian... I’m sure everyone today is going to
reference Ian, so I’ll do my part and reference Ian – thank you Ian!
The idea is with Ricardian contract you have a legal contract on one side that actually people say yes
to, they sign it, etc., and then you have the code, they are linked by the hash, so you take the hash of the legal
contract and you put that into the code and that goes under the blockchain, and that’s a way of tying together
these two things. You have this proof that you said yes to this contract, and this proof is stored on a
blockchain in an immutable fashion, and this is a very clean way of linking the legals with the code. Mattereum
I like to think of in some ways as Ricardian contract in a box; there’s more to it than that, but it’s a nice way of
thinking about it. So for ascribe we have this Ricardian contract developed by a lawyer, and it’s just in case
things go wrong, in case there is need for arbitration.

Also, the art gallery owners and the collectors have Certificates of Authenticity, COA. At first they were
traditional ones, they were like a proof that you owned this things. Of course they were very easy to tamper
with, but we’re in this digital era and we have good crypto, so we can create these documents that if you
tamper with one single letter, then others can discover that you tampered with it. It looks pretty, it’s useable by
the galleries, but it actually has this very, very strong crypto element to it and is backed by contract law.

And you don’t have to have just ownership; you can also bequeath the rights to others. We have very
specific support for Creative Commons, and about 25% of the users actually use the Creative Commons
licenses, and we work closely with Creative Commons on that.

That would be an example for a decentralised ecosystem, where it’s tying together the blockchain, the
easy UX, with the legals, sunny day tech with the rainy day legals. It might be decentralised, meaning no
single entity owns or controls it, but you don’t necessarily have native tokens to help run the infrastructure;
instead, it might be just a federation of entities that have an intrinsic interest. But if you want you can go to a
tokenised, where you have miners or keepers who maybe earn more if they run these nodes, and this is
where we have things like Bitcoin and Ethereum, these public nodes.
I’ve been working on a project called Ocean, which is a protocol for decentralised data, and it is not
only decentralised but it is also tokenised, so it has tokens to incentivise people to run the network collectively.
You can bring legals in here too.

Some background about what Ocean is. You’ve probably seen and heard about the idea that data is
the new oil. Oil was a lot of the currency of the 20th century, but in this 21st century we all live on the Internet
and data is what flows, and if you can harness value from the data, then you can make money, you can make
a business, so society runs on data. The challenge is to extract value from the data, you need to have really
great AI, that’s the best way to extract value: the more data, the more value. But there’s only a handful of
companies in the world that actually have deep access to the data and deep access to AI expertise to make
this happen, and they have become some of the most valuable companies on the planet: Google, Facebook,
Amazon, etc. They’re incentivised to get these massive data silos and control them, from that they data mine
with AI to get more accurate models, and from that they sell more ads or sell more products, and then it’s a
loop. This is what is happening right now. If you think about it though, if society is running on data, then we
have a few very large organisations that treat data as their new mode, then that is actually risk to society and
democracy itself.

What can we do about that? We can pool the data and make it much more accessible to the world at
large. Of course that’s all very kumbaya-sounding, but how do we make it work for businesses or enterprises
who have a lot of data?

What you do is you connect the enterprises that have lots of data but don’t have a lot of AI expertise
with the AI startups who have AI expertise, you can connect them via data marketplaces. So you have a
whole bunch of data marketplaces, not just one but eight, 8,000, 100,000; just like we have Sabre for airline,
we want to have a Sabre for data. Sabre is this database for airline flights, where you can go to websites like
Kayak or Trivago and buy flights, and they all tie into the same underlying database that’s a combination of
Sabre and Amadeus. Imagine if we had the same thing for data itself. This is actually what we’re trying to do
with Ocean, where you as the user or owner of the data maintain control of that data. So the idea is to pool
the data in a financially proper way so that everyone can have equal access to the data, equal opportunity.

That’s what Ocean is, a protocol to unlock data for AI via decentralised data exchange.

We’ve been working with Toyota on self-driving car data, and this is actually a very cool problem: what
Toyota and other automakers have realised is they have the AI algorithms already, they’re pretty good, but
their accuracy is one crash every 10,000 miles. But that’s not accurate enough, because then you still have
lots and lots of people dying; you need to have one crash in a billion, you need to get way past the accuracy
that humans have. You could try to have fancier and fancier algorithms, but it’s actually hard, it takes years
and years and years to get there. What Toyota and others have found is it’s too expensive for them to gather
this on their own. What if they could collectively join their data, they could pool their data and collectively build
better AIs for driving their cars? This is actually a win for humanity, because you have better self-driving cars,
you can roll it out, and then there’s fewer accidents. We’ve built a prototype of that for Toyota.

That has led to Ocean. This is a stack of the core software, think of it like a Bitcoin miner. There are a
bunch of blocks inside for the sunny day tech, this is the crypto incentives, and there’s one core block that is
the rainy day laws. In the sunny days tech there’s things the user registry, this is a tokenised registry, and I
really liked when Michael talked about the clubs in shipping, where they have these organisations that
collectively staked their value and arbitrated together. It turns out that in the world of blockchain something
has emerged as a building block that is incredibly useful, the adChain folks have created a thing called
tokenised registry. It’s a list of whitelisted actors, where these whitelisted actors collectively stake each other,
and they will only let others in if they see that they are good actors. You can use this to prevent civil attacks,
etc., but it’s incentives to act well without resorting to the law, just like these clubs that Michael described,
there’s incentives to act well without resorting to the law. On top of that, you also want to have good incentives
around good data, so we have a curation market. Then at the very top you want to follow a protocol that links
to the law, and the protocol that we use is something called COALA IP, which at the core links to the legals.
So overall, Ocean has very strong incentives leveraging crypto, crypto incentives, tokens, to act well, act well
as actors and to have good data, etc., but at the very, very top as a last recourse you have the legals.

To give you a feel, one of the building blocks is tokenised write permissions. In order to write for this,
you need to be able to access with keys and so on. We have a building block that we’ve developed called
RBAC, role based access control. I won’t go into the details, but it’s an example of a building block leveraging
crypto and the right usage of keys to make it possible to write the data. We have other protocols as well.

I talked about these tokenised actors registries, this is a really important building block for crypto: it’s a
whitelist of good actors, they’re incentivised to grow the list, but maintaining the high-quality actors. In this
case someone can propose to join, and then the existing whitelisted folks, if any of them don’t like the idea of
this new actor joining, they can stake against them. There’s a 28-day arbitration period, people can vote
against this, and at the end if the person gets in then they don’t lose their stake and the challenger loses their
stake, but if they do get in the the opposite happens. It’s a very nice mechanism for growing a whitelist, it’s
one of these clubs.

That was the sunny day tech side of Ocean. Here’s the rainy day law, and this comes down to COALA
IP. We developed COALA IP with about 10 other organisations in the blockchain space, in ascribe we
developed legals around claiming copyright and transferring some rights, but people started asking: what
about multiple owners, fractional ownership? What about transferring rights to just one jurisdiction? We’ve
realised that there’s a rabbit hole there of challenges and complexities. So we looked around and asked,
“What has been done elsewhere?” It turns out that there’s been a lot of great work done for protocols for IP
over the years, like DDEX for music, PLUS for photography, and that’s all been generalised into something
called LCC, which was actually partly developed here at Digital Catapult. LCC is a very nice protocol but
wasn’t blockchain-ready, so we used LCC and some other crypto building blocks and designed a protocol
called COALA IP. COALA IP is a protocol for blockchain technology when you want to claim copyright and
bequeath some rights to others, and it handles dispute resolution, it’s basically a claim submission, and it’s
independent of blockchains, etc.

I talked about the LCC framework which has some its roots in copyright law. The other building blocks
of COALA IP are linked data. There’s been this long-standing agreement on the Web, where you can actually
have the semantic Web on top, but it never took off in a big way. You start with JSON, which is a way of
specifying a data structure for modern Web protocols, and then you can add this linked data angle that allows
you to have one object linking to another. Then you can have claims on that too, you can say, “I see that this
artist claims to have created that work. I claim that they’re wrong,” and all of those can be digitally signed, so
you can claims on claims on claims, claims all the way down. That’s actually incredibly valuable when it
comes to the rainy day legal side: when you have a dispute, you want to see what things are made when and
where, and COALA IP lays it out very specifically. The COALA IP protocol is designed to turn these things into
direct contracts, we are seeing this already. DDEX and PLUS, these specifications have software that directly
plants into template contracts. You have a contract, you can automatically fill in those parameters using
software. So this is an off-the-shelf things, there are several companies using COALA IP now, and we’re
pretty excited about it. There’s also IPLD and interledger, and those help with interoperability on blockchain.

There’s details, this is an example of creation, where you are claiming copyright. For example, you
have the name of the work, you point to the creation itself, and you have the digital work and the fingerprints.
The fingerprint is a key thing, because this points out that that it has been digitally signed, so there’s a claim
being made and it has been digitally signed. This is an example of this protocol, and it’s very simple. It’s
interesting that most of the protocols being rolled out today are attached to a token, but they don’t need to be.
TCP/IP, the protocols on that don’t have tokens. So you can still create protocols today that don’t have tokens,
and COALA IP is a wonderful example of that.

To conclude, we have these new decentralised and/or tokenised ecosystems emerging, and they hold
a lot of promise to change society, everything from the near-term goals of a database for the planet, Bitcoin
and beyond, where we can have swarms of self-driving cars to increase mobility for all humans. But there’s a
challenge, and the challenge is that we as humans are messy: we crash into each other, we have disputes
and so on. How do we handle that? Software is good at handling the very precise things, but what about the
messy stuff? How we see things is a simple rule of thumb: use technology for the sunny days, and have legal
recourse for the rainy days. Use technology to bias good behaviour: good UX, incentives with crypto, crypto
constraints itself, even AI, and then legal recourse when needed. So make sure that when you’re deploying
these decentralised or tokenised ecosystems, that they link to the Ricardian contracts, that they have the wellspecified ways of handling this, so that when you do have the messy disputes, the legal framework is there.
This is where Mattereum comes in very nicely, you get this Ricardian contract in a box, and we’re very excited
with that, because we see that we won’t have to build those pieces as we go forward; we’ll just plug in. I will
wrap it up with that – thank you!

